
Turn each door into an 

intelligent door using the 

smart lock of Portier. Your 

conventional keys are now 

obsolete due to (un-)locking 

the door by your smartphone. 

Safe, easy and the 

possibilities are endless.

The hustle and bustle using keys or chasing 
for spare keys is from the past. You operate 
the smart lock wireless. Just by beneficial app 
or remote control.  

The operation is simple: by the 
accessible webpage you manage  
the access to your house fast and easy.  
On the smartphone a smart app  
is installed that arranges everything  
for you. You never loose overview,  
also not afterwards.

Live free The smart lock by Portier is robust 
and safe. You yourself decides 
who enters. Make a single- or 
permanent-entry key for your 
family, friends or e.g. caregivers 
or domestic help. You don’t even 
have to be home yourself!

Live  safely

Live easily

The Portier cylinder motor is suitable for 

almost any door with euro profile cylinder.

The Portier’s remote control with tree buttons 

can be used for multiple doors.

The cylinder is available in all  

common lengths.

The intelligent lock 

which eliminates the 

necessity of keysPortier is more than a lock. It is a total 
new way to manage access to your house. 
Discover the extended possibilities on: 

www.portier.nl

The Portier can be mounted on every existing door 

executed with a mechanical rim lock. 

Whether it is about an existing lock or new 
built, the smart lock by Portier is suitable to 
almost every door. Every suitable smartphone 
or tablet can be used to open a door the 
secure way. You are always in control, you 
remain in charge of your door. The wireless 
communication is secured and encrypted 
using state of the art techniques. 

Live now

More than a lock



Provide your housing stock with an intelligent door 

executed with the smart lock by Portier.  

Key administration is from now on simple because a 

Portier lock is operated by a smartphone. Safe, easy 

and the possibilities are endless. 

The smart lock by Portier is qualified for 
virtually all existing and also new doors.  
It is operated by a proper smartphone or 
tablet. The communication is transferred 
by means of a classified and encrypted 
Bluetooth connection. 

The hustle and bustle of time consuming 
and hence costly key distribution is from the 
past. Key administration, simple and fast 
in the cloud, behind your PC or on a tablet. 
The website www.portier.nl enables the 
administration by one clear system where  
you have a good oversight.

You manage the Portier 
entrance systems via the cloud. 
You don’t need to adapt your 
current IT-infrastructure.

Inhabitants are freed from 
stigmatizing and unsafe lockers at 
their front doors. They can live in 
freedom. Losing keys is no longer 
a problem, removal of a lost key is 
one click away. Also very important: 
Portiers wireless technique is secured 
and encrypted in conformance with 
the international accepted norms. 

Freedom in key administration

Freedom in Choice Freedom in safety Freedom of IT

The three star-SKG cylinders 

from CES are tested in 

combination with the Portier 

motor cylinder.

Care employees do have access to 

the house without additional effort.
New and existing doors 

can be provided with the 

safe and from outside 

invisible solutions by 

“Portier”.

By the Portier cloud application you 

manage fast and easy the access 

control of houses.

Super-secure lock 

that you control with 

your smartphonePortier is more than a lock. It is a total new 
way to manage access to your housing stock. 
Discover the extended possibilities on: 

www.portier.nl

More than a lock


